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Arnold Lowrey shows how to capture the changing moods and beauty of the sea and sky using over

70 step by step photographs and a variety of inspirational pictures. He clearly illustrates all the

techniques, from laying initial washes and creating atmosphere to adding highlights and painting in

final details.The Art Handbooks provide the best in art tuition in a small, handy format, covering all

the major aspects of painting and drawing in various media. There is excellent advice on what

materials are needed and on basic techniques, followed by step-by-step demonstrations with clear

photographs of each stage and easy to follow instructions. The titles have previously been

published in our larger format Leisure Arts series, best-sellers over many years.
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Arnold Lowrey lends his 25 years of experience in painting varied seascapes, portraits, and

abstracts in this detailed instructional book with 70 step-by-step photographs and beautiful finished

products. This book makes a great introduction to the aspiring watercolor artist and provides enough

basic instruction for a beginner to learn how to paint stunning seascapes and spacious skies without

stepping into a classroom. After thoroughly practicing the techniques of Zoltan Szabo who teaches

watercolor painting of water and sky in Painting Little Landscapes I was excited to find a book

dedicated to this genre. The sea and sky are difficult to capture in the watercolor medium, but

Lowrey teaches smoothly, and painters of all levels will enjoy the inspiration in these pages.

I would recommend this soft back book to beginners and intermediate watercolor artists.The



reproduction is excellent and the text and illustrations are simple to follow.Very pleased and inspired

to paint more often.

This book is a great step by sep instruction manual. Excellent for beginners. Also love the artists

watercolors they are beautiful.

Love this artbook. It has inspired me to really improve my abilities. Wish I could take a workshop

with the author.

I am very pleased to have this book.I am a beginner at painting.And I really love this books.Has a lot

of great information hat can help you and give you great ideas and tricks.

Great book, Great Delivery. The Book is informative and well done with lots of color descriptions. I

would buy it for a friend.

This a a great book for the beginning watercolorist. His detail really helps the beginner learn how to

do the steps to get the effect the watercolorist wants.

It's okay. I should have looked closer to see that it is not a book but a large handbook. I can still

learn from it though. Jaime
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